
On 21 st February, we celebrated the Mother tongue day. It was a great
opportunity to interact with the grandparent’s community. A comparative
discourse on the evolution of language, cultural impact and changes in the
education system took place between the elderly and us teens.

It was amusing to know the cultural difference and the impact of
technology on language. I got to know the life practices of 1960’s- 80’s time.
It was an afternoon filled with fun.

The grandparents were way to nice and jovially answered all the questions
posed by us. The shared knowledge of their times and the impact of the
modern world on them, especially the use of technology, led us to respect
them even more as they had adapted to the changing lifestyle and world.
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The world mother tongue day held on the 21st
February 2022 has got some interesting story to be
specified at that particular day but even
unknowing of the origin of the day, it turned out to
be an interactive, fun session. Some grandparents
were invited and there was many people having a
stake at sharing experiences, knowledge and
raising contrasting questions to dig deep allowing
the elders to reminisce about their past
adventures. Overall it was an exposure to the
different thoughts of different generation people
coming against to exchange knowledge.
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This activity was focused on the areas of exploration-Intertextuality.
In this activity, we compared 2 books (Animal Farm by George
Orwell and Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi) based on the nature of
the texts, writers, and readers. We analyzed and compared the
differences and the similarities and presented it on a piece of Chart.
It gave our group a deeper insight to the details of texts and a
better understanding of the communication that happens through
words, images and graphical representations even though placed in
a different time and context.

Comparing Texts - Intertextuality
[Chart Work]
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Quand le soleil se couche, la lune se lève,

Les étoiles brillent en haut,

La fleuve gargouille à droit,

À la fin le gazoulliment des oiseaux font

la nuit

French quote
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French Poem

Quand vous avez peur de vous
lancer, c'est exactement le
moment où vous devez vous
lancer, sinon vous finirez comme
avant

Cette citation m'a poussé à
repousser mes limites et à
surmonter mon anxiété. Elle m'a
continuellement motivé et m'a
aidé à atteindre de nouveaux
sommets.
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